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Abstract 

India is a country rich in cultural heritage. All these cultures depicts their significance as per the food cosines, their dressing 

clothes and the construction styles of that particular area. But in today’s world, as the population is constantly increasing, there is 

an abrupt and unexpected imbalance in nature and environment and are resulting in many hazards like global working, tsunami 

and many disasters. The materials provided to us by nature like air, water etc. are being affected and diluted with impurities. To 

overcome these impurities, it has become imperative for us to think in sustainable manner. The sustainability may vary as per the 

different areas having dissimilar climate zone, but is required to be considered for the coming future to survive. My focus 

through this paper is to highlight the necessity of Sustainable Designing in cold and dry climate in particular. Moreover, the 

strategies to be followed for a sustainable campus planning are also elaborated in detail.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ladakh, the Persian transliteration of the Tibetan societies, is a district which is located in the state of Jammu & Kashmir which 

presently extends from Kunlun mountain range to the main great Himalayas to the south includes the upper Indus River Valley. 

The highest platue of the state of Jammu & Kashmir, Ladakh is inhabited by the people of Indo-Aryan and Tibetan. Shey, 

Ladakh is located at an altitude of 3500 meter with the coordinates as 34 08’43.43’’N 77 34’03.41’’E. As far as the local 

Architectural character is concerned, Ladakh comprehends Tibetan influences, especially from the Buddhist monastic tradition. 

The construction mainly comprises of stone, wood and earth (mud brick). 

 
Fig. 1: View of Academic Area and Site Plan of Druk White Lotus School 

Located in Shey, Ladakh, Druk White Lotus School is locally known as Druk Padma Karpo School where Padma stands for 

Lotus and Karpo means white in their Bodhi language. The school initially started with only 20 students focusing to maintain 

their rich cultural tradition based on Tibetan Buddhism. The master plan and the school buildings are designed by Arup 

Associates in the desert and is considered as a master piece in sustainable design by receiving many awards. The campus of Druk 
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White Lotus School includes a nursery and infant school, a junior school, administration, library, recreational area, prayer 

courtyard, cafiteria and residential facilities. Scarcity of water and harsh climate of Ladakh region have forced the designers and 

architects to follow Energh Efficient Architecture through passive solar systems. Similar type of Architecture and constructional 

technologies are followed in Druk White Lotus School by providing glazed south facing façade by taking the advantage of solar 

energy in high altitude climate. The buildings in the school campus are ground floor structures prearranged in paralled pairs with 

courtyard planning. Local materials and traditional constructional techniques are used in the campus for providing appropriate 

sustainability. 

The site measures 130,000 square metres (13 hectares). The ground floor area of the complex is 1,200 square metres, the total 

covered floor area being 1,240 square metres. The Nursery and Infant School takes 800 square metres of this total, and the 

residences take 440 square metres. All buildings are single-storey, except for the Junior School which has a partial second storey. 

       
Fig. 2: View showing Junior Classroom                     Fig. 3:  View of Dining Area 

II. NEED OF STUDY 

Presently, due to excessive growth in population, industrialization and globalization, modern techniques in every field are 

invented to fulfil the needs and demands of public. New inventions and ideas should be implemented taking into considerations 

that they will not harm the present working of the environment. Going against nature today or tomorrow is going to have worst 

effect on the society, which should be stopped abruptly. My focus through this paper is to highlight sustainable campus which is 

designed in cold and dry climate which should be followed by Architects, Engineers and general public to retain a particular 

region against destruction in natural environment due to unsustainable settlement and to stop the loss of life and property.  

III. AWARDS GIVEN TO THE CAMPUS 

 2013 – Winner of the prestigious International Architecture in Stone Award, XIII edition. 

 2009 – BCSE Industry Award, winner of the Inspiring Design Award, International Category. 

 2009 – Design of Asian Award, Grand Award. 

 2009 – World Architectural News, Shortlisted, Education Category. 

 2005 – Sinclair Knight Merz Award for Achievement in Development. 

 2003 – BCCB Award for International Expertise. 

 2002 – World Architecture Award: Best Green Building, Best Education Building, Best Asian Building.  

IV. SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES IMPLEMENTED IN THE CAMPUS 

Sustainable architecture is architecture that seeks to minimize the negative environmental impact of buildings by efficiency and 

moderation in the use of materials, energy, and development space and the ecosystem at large. Sustainable architecture uses a 

conscious approach to energy and ecological conservation in the design of the built environment. 

Following are some of the important and essential sustainable factors considered in Druk White Lotus School:- 

 Passive Solar Heating 

The reason to design passive solar buildings is to acquire the benefit of local climate for emerging a proper sustainable planning. 

In passive solar building designs, all the structural members of the building especially walls, floor and windows are prepared to 

store, collect and distribute solar energy in the form of heat in the winters and reject solar heat in summers. In Druk White Lotus 

School, all the classroom buildings are oriented 30 degree east of true south to gather early morning warm rays of sun. This 

orientation of all the academic block results in ample amount of sunlight to penetrate inside throughout the day and creates a 

comfortable atmosphere inside the classrooms. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Architecture
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 Trombe Wall 

The trombe wall is one of the important passive solar building design provided especially in cold climate. A Trombe wall is 

a passive solar building design where a wall is built on the winter sun side of a building with a glass external layer and a high 

heat capacity internal layer separated by a layer of air. Light close to UV in the electromagnetic spectrum passes through the 

glass almost unhindered then is absorbed by the wall that then re-radiates in the far infrared spectrum which does not pass back 

through the glass easily, hence heating the inside of the building. Trombe walls are commonly used to absorb heat during sunlit 

hours of winter then slowly release the heat over night. The provision of this wall in Druk White Lotus School in Ladakh on the 

sun facing wall is implemented which separates from outdoor areas by glass and an air space which absorbs solar energy and 

releases selectively in interior areas at night. Roof overhangs are also used in the buildings to stop the trombe wall from heating 

especially in harsh summers. 

     
Fig. 4: View showing toilet detail             Fig. 5:  Detail of trombe wall  

 Seismic Design and Safety 

Earthquakes do not kill people but it is the buildings made by them that do so. Since Shey, Ladakh region comes under seismic 

zone –V as per the seismic map of India, the Druk White Lotus School is jacketed by all the precautions which are required for a 

structure to retain at the time of destruction. All the structure in the campus of the school are one storey structure which are using 

timber frames to resist seismic loads and ensure life safety in the event of an earthquake. All the timber frame are independent of 

the walls and steel connections and cross bracing provides stability at the time of earthquake. Horizontal and vertical anti seismic 

crosses bracing with summer flowers are shown in the figure. 

 Materials used for Construction 

As far as materials are concerned, use of local materials were given emphasise. Thin sandy and porous soil from the site was 

used in the roof construction whereas the mixture of local stones and mud bricks were used for the external and internal walls. 

Extensive plantation of willow grew in the nearby monastery which was further used in the roof construction by giving a 

traditional touch. The building roof starts with a ceiling of wooden beams, rafters and willow sticks joists on which we place 

woven straw mats to prevent dust from falling through the joist. This roofing system of the buildings in the campus proves its 

sustainability approaches in the perfect manner. 

 Use of Photovoltaic Panels 

      
Fig. 6: Provision of Seismic Design Safety         Fig. 7: Phtovoltaic Panels in Druk White Lotus School 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passive_solar_building_design
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Since the school is expanding day by day, as a result of which the electricity demands are increasing. The use of photovoltaic 

panels and inverters to generate electricity from sunlight fulfils the need of campus in abundance. Photovoltaic (PV) covers the 

conversion of light into electricity using semiconducting materials that exhibit the photovoltaic effect, a phenomenon studied 

in physics, photochemistry, and electrochemistry. A typical photovoltaic system employs solar panels, each comprising a number 

of solar cells, which generate electrical power. The first step is the photoelectric effect followed by an electrochemical process 

where crystallized atoms, ionized in a series, generate an electric current. PV Installations may be ground-

mounted, rooftop mounted or wall mounted. Around half of the initial investment in solar energy was co-financed by carbon 

offset funds. 

 Water usage in Campus 

The campus of Druk White Lotus School in located in the desert of ladakh region. The whole campus and the habitation of the 

nearby areas are dependent on glaciers, surface water sources and even on springs for their survival as water is required for 

living. The ground water is also extracted from deep wells and are pumped to 16,000 gallon tank which is further located on a 

higher ground than the buildings it serves. As far as the planning of campus is concern, all the toilets adjacent to the buildings are 

working on the principles of Waterless Ventilated Improved Pit (VIP) toilets. These toilets were designed to use solar assisted 

stack ventilators which helps to create odourless compost and becomes an excellent fertilizers and used for many other 

agricultural activities. 

 Day Lighting and Natural Ventilation 

Day lighting can be well-defined as a practice of providing and placing all the openings, doors, windows, reflective surfaces etc. 

in such a manner that natural day light delivers effective internal lighting whereas natural ventilation is a process of contributing 

natural air in a particular area and removing polluted air from indoor spaces without using mechanical system. The classrooms 

are designed for optimum daylight. In the wider Nursery and Kindergarten Building, the light from the direct solar gain windows 

is balanced by top lighting from north- and south-facing clerestories and a splayed ceiling. No electric lighting is typically used 

in the classroom. All the rooms have well-shaded operable windows that allow natural cross-ventilation that provides a cool, 

glare-free, high quality teaching environment. 

 Resilience and Long Term Feasibility of the Project 

Arup has devised methods to ensure the viability of the project. A senior design team member visits the school at the beginning 

of the building season in April each year, followed by an Arup resident who remains on site for about four months. With the 

nursery and infant school now operational, feedback is already being generated as to how these first buildings are performing. 

The design team and the Drukpa Trust both look forward to a process of continuous learning about the school’s practical 

performance as it grows over the next few years, with the lessons informing the remaining construction work. Besides this, a 

viable project requires foremost the ability to construct within local cost parameters. From a position of having no reliable cost 

information at the outset, the design team has established a cost database for budget management throughout the future detailed 

design phases and construction phases up to the school’s completion. Phase 1 was completed under budget and within acceptable 

local cost parameters. It is stressed that the team’s aim is to further optimise expenditure, working towards a financially 

sustainable operating model. 

The building is designed for a long lifespan and easy maintenance. The granite walls and exposed concrete lintels, all 

accomplished with exquisite craftsmanship, look almost eternal, whereas the timberwork will need upgrading in due course. No 

laborious efforts are required to clean the large windows, as they are all accessible from the courtyards. In April 2006 Arup 

produced detailed ‘Operations and Maintenance’ manuals itemising the necessary inspection procedures for every element in the 

buildings, ranging from the daily monitoring of the Trompe wall to the inspection of metal sheeting of the roofs every two to 

three years. This gives the school managers a valuable set of guidelines for the proper upkeep of the complex, provided that 

maintenance funds are kept at reasonable levels. 

 Interior Design and Furnishing 

The building is designed for a long lifespan and easy maintenance. The granite walls and exposed concrete lintels, all 

accomplished with exquisite craftsmanship, look almost eternal, whereas the timberwork will need upgrading in due course. No 

laborious efforts are required to clean the large windows, as they are all accessible from the courtyards. 

In April 2006 Arup produced detailed ‘Operations and Maintenance’ manuals itemising the necessary inspection procedures 

for every element in the buildings, ranging from the daily monitoring of the Trompe wall to the inspection of metal sheeting of 

the roofs every two to three years. This gives the school managers a valuable set of guidelines for the proper upkeep of the 

complex, provided that maintenance funds are kept at reasonable levels. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semiconducting_material
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaic_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photochemistry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrochemistry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaic_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_panel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_cell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrochemical
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ionization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rooftop_photovoltaic_power_station
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V. CONCLUSION 

In today’s era, innovation in terms of modern world are appreciated and instigated with a very debauched rate. These modern 

techniques and inventions which are resulting in disturbance in atmosphere, Sustainable products become to be highlighted. Self-

sustainability and eco-friendly techniques needs to be highlighted and stressed for many streams especially in case of developing 

an settlement under a defined climate zone and cultural styles. As far as the construction of buildings and site planning are 

concerned, as an Architect, it becomes our primary duty to these mentioned sustainable strategies. These references will not only 

safeguard the society but also the life of the people living in.  
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